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Introduction

When preparing for retirement it is important to understand cash
flow to calculate income and liquidity needs to determine proper
asset allocation and need to continue to work. Without
understanding what the expenses will be relative to income, it
makes it hard to properly determine just how aggressive someone
needs to be with their investments and savings. Not everyone’s
situation is the same and therefore general asset allocation rules
can’t be applied in every situation.  
 
In general, cash flow analysis compares income from all sources to
expected expenses and liabilities to determine what liquidity needs
will be (how much will need to be withdrawn from asset accounts).
In addition to listing what your sources of income will be, it is
important to consider the timing of these income sources (i.e.
income from pensions, taking Social Security at 62 vs. 66, part-time
employment).  
 
It is important to do the same for expenses. For example, will you be
going on vacations? Will you be purchasing a new house or car?
What are the expected medical costs going to be? After listing all of
the expenses, the timing of when this will be occurred is just as
important as the type and amount.
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Trying to pinpoint what your exact incomes and expenses is not an
easy task, and it is impossible to predict what surprises will be
incurred along the way. In this way financial planning is an art more
than a science. For instance, maybe there is an unexpected repair
needed for the home. You may have an unexpected medical
expense or may not get that part-time job that was initially planned
on. That is why it is important to update assumptions and
recalibrate the financial plan at least annually as more information
becomes available. It may become apparent that downsizing the
house is needed later in retirement to meet a greater expense down
the road. 
 
The tax implications of timing your income or withdrawals makes it
even more important to not only determine your income sources,
but the planned timing of the income flows. Running different
scenarios to simulate different outcomes in retirement can help in
the simulation of what actual retirement could look like. 
 
To plan for multiple scenarios, a financial planner can run
simulations by going through the following process:
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Data-

Gathering

To make an accurate plan,
the financial planner will
need as detailed
information as possible.
This information includes
assumptions and facts
provided directly by the
client, and also
information and
assumptions provided by
the financial planner
based on their knowledge
of economic and common
retirement factors
(inflation and life
expectancy). 
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Cash Inflows

As mentioned earlier, it is important to list all sources of income and
determine the timing of those income flows. For instance, should
you start Social Security at age 62 or delay to 66? If you have a work-
sponsored pension plan, the main decision is how it should be
received (lump sum or annuity? Single life or joint & survivor? Term
certain or life expectancy?). Clients life expectancy and tax situation
will have a major impact on these decisions. If a client wants to start
a business or work part-time in the retirement, those inflows should
be included too. 
 
As an example, say you retire at 65, but want to delay social security
to age 70 to maximize annual amount. To have income between
ages 65 and 70 you purchase an immediate annuity with a 5-year
payout period using non-retirement money. The inflow received will
be parts principal and interested with only the interest portion
considered taxable. Now at age 701/2 you are required to start taking
annual required minimum distributions (RMDs) from your
retirement accounts (IRAs, 401(k)s, etc.), and these withdrawals are
taxed as income. If you are also working part-time during the period
you are taking RMDs, this could increase your tax liability by pushing
you into a higher tax bracket [3].
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Polling data from Gallup in 2018 gives insight to sources of actual
reported income from retirees’ households [1,4]:

It is important to understand the different income types that might
be available and the tax implication associated with each. 
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Cash Outflows
While expenses in retirement can vary, generally a person’s current
spending habits can be indicative of how they will continue to
spend in retirement. While some people are very detailed about
tracking their expenses, others might have a more general than
specific idea. By tracking your expenses over time, it can help paint
a more accurate picture for the person constructing the financial
plan. 
 
After determining the list of current expenses, unnecessary
expenses can be eliminated from the plan or lowered to increased
lifetime of assets. Other expected expenses such as paying for a
family member’s education or replacing a car should be considered
to see how it affects the projection. Expenses should be categorized
into core needs, wants, and wishes; that help determine which
expenses should be cut out first, if needed, to ensure the success of
the plan.
 
Health care costs are also a very important consideration especially
as someone progresses through retirement or has a history of
health issues in their family. These types of costs are generally going
to be unique to each individual. Some annual costs that could be
incurred for health purposes include Medicare premiums,
supplemental insurance policy premiums, and any out of pocket
expenses for uncovered events or items.
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52.3% of people turning 65 who
will have a long-term care need
during their lifetime

46.7% of men turning 65
expected to have a long-term
care need during their lifetime
(this number rises to 57.5% for
women!)

22% probability for men of
needing more than one year in
a nursing home (36% for
women)

The following long-term care
statistics come from the National
Association of Insurance
Commissioners [5]: 
 

 

 

 
These are odds are high enough
that it is a MUST have
conversation and an extremely
important part of the planning
process. Generally this is modeled
by either planning to have long-
term care insurance to cover all or
most healthcare needs, or by
modeling one or multiple
hypothetical health events over
the course of retirement [2]. Either
way, it is important to plan for a
long-term care need. 
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Impact of Taxes

Many asset withdrawal decisions made by pre-retirees and retirees
are affected by income taxes. Ideally, the planner should help the
client target the appropriate income tax bracket. Managing the
income tax brackets helps the client choose whether to draw funds
from a taxable account, a tax-deferred account, or a Roth IRA
account. For example, if the client has low taxable income years
early in retirement with the expectation of higher taxable income in
later years, he or she may consider a Roth IRA conversion. Taxes can
have a major impact on the success of the plan, so an affective tax
strategy should be modeled and implemented. 
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Conclusion

At its core, cash flow analysis is an important exercise for an
individual that wants to maximize their chances of making it
through retirement the best standard of living as possible. Modeling
cash flows to simulate retirement is a dynamic tool for flexible
retirement planning to help people achieve their life goals, so
comparing actual results over time to projections can help adapt the
plan and make it more accurate. Knowing an individual’s cash-flow-
needs and timing will help you plan to set more money aside or use
money from investments to get through lean times if needed.
Understanding the concept of cash flow helps determine minimum
income and liquidity need. After analyzing cash flow, an advisor can
discuss proper allocation and time frame. Maintaining positive cash
flow can help a person maintain happiness through retirement.  
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Past performance cannot guarantee future results. Investing
involves risk including the potential loss of principal. Current
performance may be lower or higher. No investment strategy can
guarantee a profit or protect against loss in periods of declining
values. Please note that individual circumstances can vary.
Therefore, the information presented in this letter should only be
relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice. 
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About The Retirement Group

The Retirement Group is a nation-wide group of financial advisors who
work together as a team. We focus entirely on retirement planning and the
design of retirement portfolios for transitioning corporate employee. Each
representative of the group has been hand selected by The Retirement
Group in select cities of the United States. Each advisor was selected based
on their pension expertise, experience in financial planning, and portfolio
construction knowledge.  
 
TRG takes a teamwork approach in providing the best possible solutions
for our clients’ concerns. The Team has a conservative investment
philosophy and diversifies client portfolios with laddered bonds, CDs,
mutual funds, ETFs, Annuities, Stocks and other investments to help
achieve their goals. The team addresses Retirement, Pension, Tax, Asset
Allocation, Estate, and Elder Care issues. This document utilizes various
research tools and techniques. A variety of assumptions and judgmental
elements are inevitably inherent in any attempt to estimate future results
and, consequently, such results should be viewed as tentative estimations.  
Changes in the law, investment climate, interest rates, and personal
circumstances will have profound effects on both the accuracy of our
estimations and the suitability of our recommendations. The need for
ongoing sensitivity to change and for constant re-examination and
alteration of the plan is thus apparent. 
 
Therefore, we encourage you to have your plan updated a few months
before your potential retirement date as well as an annual review. It should
be emphasized that neither The Retirement Group, LLC nor any of its
employees can engage in the practice of law or accounting and that
nothing in this document should be taken as an effort to do so. We look
forward to working with tax and/or legal professionals you may select to
discuss the relevant ramifications of our recommendations.
 
Throughout your retirement years we will continue to update you on issues
affecting your retirement through our complimentary and proprietary
newsletters, workshops and regular updates. You may always reach us at
(800) 900-5867. 
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Disclosure: Securities offered through FSC Securities Corporation, member

FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services offered through The Retirement

Group, LLC. a registered investment advisor not affiliated with FSC Securities

Corporation. This message and any attachments contain information, which

may be confidential and/or privileged, and is intended for use only by the

intended recipient. Any review, copying, distribution or use of this transmission

is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please (i)

notify the sender immediately and (ii) destroy all copies of this message. Office

of Supervisory Jurisdiction: 5414 Oberlin Dr #220, San Diego CA 92121

North-West Regional Office

2603 Camino Ramon 

(Bishop Ranch 3)

San Ramon, CA 94583

Phone: 1-800-900-5867

Mid-West Regional Office

10733 Sunset Office Drive

Suite 225

St. Louis, MO 63127

Phone: 1-314-858-9090

Mid-Atlantic Regional Office

933 Pickering Drive Yardley,

PA 19067

Phone: 1-215-778-9129

South-West Regional Office

1980 Post Oak Blvd.

Suite #1500

Houston, TX 77056

Phone: 1-281-241-9886

For more Financial information, 

check out these resources...

Lump Sum Option

vs.

Annuity

How to Maximize Your

Social Security Benefits

https://retirekit.theretirementgroup.com/lump-sum-vs-annuity-ebook-offer
https://retirekit.theretirementgroup.com/how-to-maximize-your-social-security-benefits-e-brochure
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-retirement-group-llc/
https://blog.theretirementgroup.com/blog
https://www.facebook.com/TheRetirementGroup/



